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SUMMARY

Experimental measurements of the uniform temperature

coefficients of the NRX reactor, for both moderator and rod-
assembly temperature changes, give the following results:

For Variation of Moderator Temperature (°C)

2a2
h dt

c 0 103 dpm
5*° * “p“"dtm

For Variation of Rod-Assembly Temperature (°C)

x 107= 0.52 -

2O£^h dt
103 dpw
Pw ^x 107= 1.53 + 1.08 x

Combining these two results, the Overall Uniform Temperature

Coefficient is given by:

2of^w
h dt

103 dp 103^w
pw dtx 107= 2.05 - 5.0 x dT£ + 1.08 X (Expt.)pm

The calculated result, based on Lattice Theory and other data

is:

2a2
h dt

103 dp"m , 103 ŵ ,n , »
dt + 1«08 x “p 35 ( Calc.)

1 dpw
In both of these expressions, the coefficient of =—pw dt
chosen to agree with measured data on the critical height with

x 107= 2.0 - 5.9 x —Km
has been

and without cooling water in the rod-assemblies. The agreement
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of Calculated and Experimental values of the uniform temperature

coefficient is better than the accuracy of the data used in the

calculations would warrant.
In Part B experimental measurements of the uniform

temperature coefficient of a Zeep lattice are compared with the

calculated values. There is good agreement between calculations

and experiment. For lattices of this type, with relatively
A

large values of K , the leakage terms dominate the contributions

to the temperature coefficient. Large corrections are required

for changes of radial and vertical extrapolation lengths.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

= moderator density

= cooling water density

= excess height (cm) of polymer level above weir-box
reading

= reproduction factor of lattice

= slowing down area of lattice

= thermal diffusion area of lattice

Pm
?w

hD
k = k

L2

X2 = two-group Laplacian

= number of fast neutrons produced per neutron cap-
tured in natural uraniumn

= resonance escape probabilityP

= fast fission multiplication factor

= thermal utilization in the uraniumf = fu
afc(m)

at(w)

Aaa

= thermal transport cross-section of moderator

of cooling water

= fractional change of absorption cross-section with
neutron energy, assuming all absorption cross-sections
vary in the same way with temperature

= thermal diffusion area of moderator

n

°a
L,2m

thermal utilization in the moderatorfm
= weir-box height

- extrapolated height minus actual height of core6

the effective radius of the coreR

= actual radius of coreRi
the effective radius minus the actual radius of corer
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List of Symbols (cont'd)

= thermal expansion coefficient aluminum (linear)

= 'effective 1 diffusion length in side reflector

= diffusion length in graphite

= hw + *D +

aal
Lr
Lc

6 = extrapolated height of coreh

_2 _ rr_a ~ 72 = vertical Laplacian
h

P2 - radial Laplacian of simple cylindrical core

= height of heavy water in Zeep, measured from lower
end of uranium rodshl
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PART A

THE UNIFORM TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS OF NRX

1 INTRODUCTION

IXiring the initial series of start-up experiments

on NRX, the uniform temperature coefficients for both the

moderator and the rod-assemblies were measured. The experiments

are described briefly in TPI-51 but the results have not been

reported in detail. Since the experimental results are of

interest, they are reported here, and compared with the results

expected, based on simple lattice theory analysis and other data.
The measurements were part of a series carried out by

the physicists and engineers in collaboration with the operations

branch. Credit for the success of these particular experiments

is due to the careful planning of Drs. D. G. Hurst and W. H. Watson,

and the execution of these plans by the Operations Group.
The methods of analysis and calculation used here have

been given in various reports. Rumsey and Volkoff (MT-221)
have calculated the 'levelling-effect', and a recent analysis

of the temperature coefficient of graphite piles by Codd ( RM/2)

uses similar methods. Hurst and Pressesky (memorandum to

G. C. Laurence, Oct. 26, 1950, File No. B3205-2-1) have given

an analysis of the NRX data, and Stewart (memorandum to G. C.
Laurence, May 16, 1952) has discussed the temperature coefficient
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of a similar Zeep lattice and pointed out a discrepancy between

the calculated and measured values.
After the completion of these calculations, D. W.

Hone pointed out that the lattice constants used for these

calculations differ from those currently in use, particularly

in the value of f , the fraction of the neutrons absorbed inm
However, the calculated temperature coefficient

is insensitive to changes in fm and the results would not be

changed appreciably by this revision of the lattice constants.

the moderator.

2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

(2,a)Reactivity Changes with Moderator Temperature

The effect of variation of moderator temperature was

measured on Peb. 5» 19^8 » over a range of moderator temp-
eratures from to 100°F.
in the storage tanks, then the calandria was filled and the

pile power raised to about I). kw.
setting and a control rod were used to maintain the pile

power near this level throughout the experiment,

observations of weir-box setting refer to intervals when

the control rod was completely withdrawn and dP/dt = 0.
For such readings the pile Is very close to critical, and

these readings have been used to indicate the variation of

critical height as the moderator temperature decreased.
The temperature readings plotted in Figure 1 are those

The heavy water was heated

Variations of weir-box

The
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measured at the inlet to the polymer heat exchanger,

initial cooling rate was ~2°P/hr.
increased somewhat below 9$°F by using cooling water on the

Prom 95°P to 82°F the temperature

drop through the heat exchanger was less than 2°F, between

82°F and 65°F this temperature drop exceeded 2°F and was

as high as 5>°F between 80°F and 75>°F.
The use of the inlet temperature to the polymer cooler

as representative of the mean polymer temperature in the

calandria is certainly good for those periods when the temp-

erature drop through the heat exchanger was small,

experimental data of Figure 1 lie on a smooth curve and

suggest that the difference between the mean temperature

in the calandria and that measured at the inlet to the

The

This cooling rate was

polymer heat exchanger.

The

polymer heat exchanger agree within a fraction of a degree

Fahrenheit at all times. Some small corrections have been

made to the experimental data. For some experimental

points, the polymer level in the calandria had not reached

equilibrium with the weir-box setting and appropriate

corrections have been made. Where the correction to the

weir-box reading exceeded 0.05 cm, the experimental points

are circled.
A further small correction is required due to the

change in viscosity of heavy water with temperature and

the consequent change with temperature of the pressure drop
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through the pipe connecting the weir-box to the calandria.
J. Haddow of the Plant Design Branoh has calculated this

correction, and shown that it is approximately linear over

If hp is the excessthe moderator temperature range used.
height of the polymer in the calandria above the weir-box

= -5.1 x 10“3 (cm/°P),dhDlevel, he has found that
dt

when the flow over the weir-box is 5 gallons/rain. This

correction has not been applied to the data of Figure 1,

but has been used in the analysis(see section 7> page 29 ) .
The subsequent analysis shows that there is reasonable

agreement between the results of Figure 1 and the expected

changes with temperature. Although minor corrections have

been made to the experimental results it should be mentioned

here that other possible errors might have affected the

results. In particular, there was no direct evidence that

the flow over the weir-box remained constant during the

moderator temperature experiment,

andria was kept constant, but it is possible that leakage
v

through the dump valites changed with moderator temperature,

thus varying the flow over the weir-box and the value of hp.
The consistency of other measurements of critical height

suggest, however, that such leakage was probably too small

to cause appreciable error.

The flow into the cal-
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A preliminary experiment was carried out on Feb. 3, 19i|.8,

over a smaller temperature range.
similar but somewhat less accurate than in this experiment,

they have not been included here.

Since the results were

(2.b)Reactivity Changes with Rod-Assembly Temperature

The effect of uniform variation of rod-assembly temp-
erature was measured by circulating heated water through the

X-rod assemblies, and measuring critical heights as

described in (2.a). Minor corrections were required for a

slow drift of moderator temperature during this experiment.
Heated water was supplied to the top header of NRX at

a flow rate of approximately 30 g.p.m. This water was

distributed uniformly over the X-rods, passed through the

pile, and then recirculated. Temperature readings were

taken of the water entering the top header, and leaving the

pile. The delay time between the two temperature points

was approximately thirty minutes.
Critical height measurements were started with the

system at the maximum temperature, after steady operation

for several hours. Under these conditions the inlet temp-
erature was 119.5>°F and the outlet temperature about 109°F.
After an accurate measurement of the critical height it was

intended to reduce the inlet water temperature in steps of

about l5°F » and after each step hold the inlet temperature
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constant for periods of about 1 hour while new critical

height measurements were made. During the actual experi-
ment, the variation of inlet water temperature with time

was a poor approximation to the desired variation.
Analysis of the inlet and outlet water temperatures

as functions of time gave a mean delay between the two

temperature points of about thirty minutes. This agrees

with estimates based on flow rate ( *** 30 g.p.m.) and the

volume of water in the piping. At those times when the

inlet and outlet temperatures were relatively steady, their

difference is given approximately by = 0.173 (Tin - 65°F).
This temperature drop through the system is probably explained

by heat exchange with the cooling air flow around the rods.
The pile power of about four kilowatts used for this exper-
iment was sufficient to raise the water temperature only

0.8°P.
Prom a comparison of the critical height measurements

with inlet water temperature, it can be shown that the

effective temperature of the water in the core is directly

related to the inlet water temperature about twelve minutes

Changes ofprevious to the critical height measurement,

reactivity associated with abrupt changes of the inlet water

temperature give this delay time unambiguously.
The correction to apply to the inlet water temperature

to allow for cooling during transit to the core has to be
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Assuming a linear temperature drop with time

gives I2/3O or 1^0$ of the total drop between the two temp-
Since the cooling air flow is such that

estimated.

erature points.
the cooling rate is probably higher after leaving the core,

only 30$ of the total temperature drop has been subtracted

from the inlet temperature to get the effective temperature

An error in this estimate will introduce only

a minor error in the results.
For readings taken below 5>8°F, the temperature of the

recirculated water was reduced by injecting cold water from

the I4.O lb. water supply into the circuit.
probably less accurate than those above 58°F,

point at 37.5°P was taken with I4-O lb. cooling water at the

conclusion of the experiment, the effective temperature in

this case being taken as that of the outlet water,

corrected experimental results are shown in Figure 2.
Weir-box readings have been corrected,
(a) To a moderator temperature of 70°F.

experiment the moderator temperature drifted slowly

range of 65°F to 7lt-°P*

(b) To allow for the relaxation time of the polymer level

after adjustment to a new weir-box setting,

measurements where a correction of .05 cm or larger

has been made are indicated by open circles in Figure 2.

in the core.

These readings

Theare

The

During the

over a

The
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The effective temperature used in Figure 2 has been obtained

by subtracting 0.3 x 0.173 (Tin - 65°F) from the inlet

temperature measured 12 minutes prior to the critical

height measurement.
Poirits enclosed in a square refer to measurements

made soon after a sudden drop in inlet water temperature,

and have a relatively large error associated with the

estimated effective temperature. All the points plotted

are those taken with the control rod completely withdrawn

and dP/dt = 0.

3 DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The shape of the curve giving the variation of weir-
box height with moderator temperature,Figure 1, indicates the

strong dependence of the moderator temperature coefficient on

On the other hand, the relativelythe density of the moderator,

small curvature in Figure 2 does not permit any accurate measure-

ment of the effect of density changes of the water coolant.
Measurements by Sargent et al. (MP 23$> MP 2I4.6) and Hurst

(TecPI-^2) of the reactivity of an NRX type lattice, with and

without cooling water, can be used to evaluate accurately the

effect of density changes of the cooling water.
The relatively large value of the Rod-Assembly temp-

erature coefficient was at first rather puzzling, but has been

explained as arising from the effect of the water annulus in
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modifying the effective temperature of the neutrons in the

Since a neutron traversing the water annulus has

roughly a 50$ chance of making a scattering collision, the

effective neutron temperature in the uranium will be some mean

temperature between that of the water, and that of the moderator.
Since this differential temperature effect is difficult to

predict quantitatively, we compare the overall temperature

coefficient, determined by the sum of the rod-assembly and

moderator coefficients, with that expected on simple theory.

uranium.

lj. THE CALCULATED UNIFORM TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT
p

calculate 1 d we start from the two groupTo
dt

equation for a reacting lattice

(1 + X2 Ls2)(1 + X2 L2) = k = 7} £ p f

Prom this relation we have

h2 L2 2
= M +

7? p
Af ALA X2

1 + X 2 Ls2
+ 4- fX2 L21 +

X2 L2
'

1 + X2 L2
AT 2- ALs x2 Ls2

1 * X.2 Ls2
(1)

h2

2To evaluate AX for a small uniform temperature change, we

require to know the temperature dependence of the various

contributing parameters. Only £ (the fast fission factor) is

considered independent of the temperature.
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(i}.,a) Eta-Effect
A temperature coefficient for T( of Natural Uranium

was first suggested by Fermi (CP-1|55) to explain a serious

discrepancy between the measured and calculated temperature

coefficients of graphite moderated natural uranium piles.
Subsequent cross-section measurements substantiate this

hypothesis, but the best value for the temperature coef-
ficient of 7[ is believed to come from the analysis of

The data are summarized by J. Chernik,
For these calculations we choose the value

reactor experiments.
BNL-I3I44.

-5A3 = - 6 x 10 AT (°C)n

(lj..b) Resonance Escape

A change A£ with temperature

Doppler broadening of the resonance levels of U238 and the

changes in moderator density with temperature. Experimental

data on Doppler broaderiing have been obtained from the

analysis of ’swing’ experiments using heated uranium. At

the Chalk River Conference, Jan.1953» Penning quoted
dkoo

recent Harwell experiments as giving —g—
This value applies to a graphite pile with an assumed value

for p = 0.9.

arises both from the

- 1.6X10 5/°C.
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To get the temperature dependence of p, we assume

-7 N A
that p is given by p = e" with Z = ^ u 1 adE

m m ama
Au = area U in unit lattice cell.
A = area moderator in unitm

. eff.
where = no. atoms uranium/cc

no. atoms moderator/cc
lattice cell.

= scattering cross-section of moderator

a = average logarithmic energy loss per collision for
moderator

•)

N • $m

= effective resonance absorption integral
eff

Apm AIAE. =Then I
dk

- k =^ = -1.6 x 10‘5/°C,
= + 1#5> X 10" /̂°C

( p = 0.9)Prom Harwell Data
AIwe get -y-

Applying this to NRX, assuming p = 0.91f?, Z = .089
AT (°C)

Ap
.089

This simple expression for neglects the effect of the

cooling water, which would be expected to reduce the

-5= - 1.33 x 10we find
P
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coefficient of Ap
^
/p^ and to add a term proportional to

4pv/fV
the water in changing Ap/p.

For the present we neglect the density effect of

(Ij..c) Levelling Effect and Thermal Utilization

If the thermal neutron capture cross-sections all

have the same variation with neutron energy, and the flux

distribution and densities of the lattice materials remain

unchanged, then Af/f would be zero for uniform temperature

changes. It is customary to assume that all capture cross-
sections have a l/v dependence on neutron velocity for

this calculation, although the existence of the Eta-effect
implies either a different temperature variation of fission

and capture cross-sections of natural uranium, or a variation

of V, the number of neutrons per fission, with neutron en-
Thus the calculated temperature dependent varia-

the name

ergy.
tion of f arises from the > levelling-effect
used to describe the flattening < of the flux distribution

across a unit cell as the capture cross-sections decrease

with increasing neutron temperature. The changes in

moderator and cooling water density in the lattice also

affect the thermal utilization. In appendix 1 the method

used to evaluate Af/f for the NRX lattice is described.
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If we assume that all the capture cros's-sections have

the same variation with neutron energy, then we have

(appendix 1).
Afu/fu= -2.092xl0”2 Apm/pm - .16115x10"* Aot(m)/ot(m)

-4.61 x 10"2 APw/pw - 1.906 x 10“2 Aat(w)ot(w)

-3*378 x 10”2 Aoa/afi

(If.d) Fast Leakage

*v4L32,__^_,+** LsS represents the contributionThe term

due to the change in the leakage current of ’fast * neutrons.

ALs2. 2Apm
since the slowing down area is inverselyWe set v pm

proportional to the square of the density of the slowing down

medium. This neglects the effect of the cooling water density

changes on the slowing down area and the fact that there is a

slight reduction of the slowing down area with increasing

temperature of thermal neutrons. With

L 2 lllf ^2 = If.21 x 10s

41,
8
2
___

17(1*7^LJ

-k ~2 (h = 2lf2 cm.).
v

cm.
then

0 2 T 2A V. = 9.16 * 10'2
Pn,m
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It should be remembered that this contribution is proportional

to&2.
(e) Thermal Leakage

ft2 L22A L —oJ is the contribution due
irJThe term -

1 +^2to the change in the leakage cunent of thermal neutrons.
L2

2 A- 2To evaluate AL /L we use the approximate relation
2 2IT - L -m in

A ,2 A L 2 A fAL _ m , m _ Aaa(ra) Aat(m) Afm
an( m)

Apm-2
at(m)fm mpm a

In appendix 1 we have shown that, assuming all capture

cross-sections have the same temperature variation,

A fn/fm = 1*o6j+6 APn/pm + *°837 Aot ^m^0t(lt1^
+ .1756 Apy'p^.2035 Aat(w)/at(w)
+.4025 AaQ/o&

Using this equation and L2 = 156 cm2 ^2 = l|..21 x 10"^
(hQ = 2l|.2 cm)

2cm

-aitL.1 *f? L
2= 6.16 x 10"we get

V\2L2A L2 = 5.76xl0-2 Apm/pm + 5.6ifxl0~2Aot;(m)/at(m)

- 1.08 x 10~2 Apw//pw- 1.25xl0"2 Aat(w)/at(w)

+ 3.68 x 10-2 Aae/aa

I+X2L2L2
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Collected Data -[sections (4a) to (4e/}(M)

Using equation (1) page l5> and the following values

for pile parameters

La2 - 111* cm2 I
= 156 cm2 l+lS2!2

V. S

= 4.21 x 10 cm”2 (h = 242 cm)

L2 2
9—o> = 255.2 cm

1+ rt2ir(I2

p
get the contributions to

change AT(°C) given on the following page.
for a small temperaturewe

5 CHANGES OF THERMAL TRANSPORT CROSS-SECTIONS WITH TEMPERATURE

The collected data in section (4.f) show that the re-
activity change due to the change of absorption cross-sections
with temperature is small since the contributions from, thermal

utilization and thermal leakage for this particular lattice are

of nearly equal magnitude but of opposite sign. The contribu-
tions arising through temperature variation of the transport

cross-sections must be considered. These contributions are

evaluated in this section and the results have been inserted in

the last line of the following tabulation (page 22).
AT have been left separate to show the importance of the contribu-
tions due to the assumed variation of transport cross-sections

The terms in



10^A 5ft^ (Equation 2)Contributions to

Eta Effect -2.35AT

+3.1}.9xl03-^HmResonance
Escape -0.52AT

3Aot(w)Aot(m)
ot(m)

„Ao ^Ap-1.32x10 -0.820X103_S
°a

-1.81x103——-0.06lpclo3' -0.747x10Thermal
Utilization °t(w)

Ap
+3.59 xlo3.Zj5nPast

Leakage Pm 1

ro

Aat(w)
°t^w)
Aot(w)
at(w)

I
3Aat(m)^

_
;-o.^ri.o3^2o^.(m
)

Aa^
(m)

at(m)

Aa 0Ap
+1.44x103--̂ +2.26x103—°a Km

~Ap
+8.52x103—Hra

.Ap
+8.52x103--̂pm

-0.49x103Thermal
Leakage

+2.21 xlO

-2.23xl03-^-1.24X103+2.15x103-Ac-2.87AT+0.12X103
_

aTotal

Ap,
-2.23x103. — +1.40ATpw-0.99AT-2.67AT-0.21AT o

§
l
Mr
VJl
H
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with neutron energy, and the consequent uncertainty in the calculated

result arising from lack of experimental data to justify the as-
sumptions•

Collecting terms in the last line of Equation 2, page 22,

we have

107AK2 = -2.67 AT(°C) + 8.52 x 103 Ap /p -2.23 x 103Ap /p
III 1*1 w w

(3)

There are no experimental data to give the variation of the

transport cross-sections of heavy water ot(m), and of light water

a^.(w), with temperature,

data for the total cross-sections
due to changes of angular distribution with energy are not too large.

As an approximation we use the measured

and hope that the errors involved

Near 2500 metres/sec. neutron velocity (T = 293°K) the

scattering cross-section variation with energy i3 approximately

given by the following expressions?

a (m)(barns) = 10.5 + -£-23 E0

_
neutron energy in electron

* volts

These expressions are derived
from published curves of the
variation of scattering cross-sections with neutron energy

ag(w)(barns) = i+3.2 + 3-Q-^E
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whence HCW
«. f©£« ©Kiev AfPQcxt#4flE*

.JlS d£
01

Ac.(m) r
A -n /

- -(m) = -0.135 = “0oif6 x 1G~3 AT(°C)
t

*?* « -•e

Aat(w)
"^T =

Assuming AE/E = AT/T and T = 293°K
-O.33 = -1.13 x 10“3 AT(°C)

Since the absorption cross-sections are assumed to follow the

1/v low, we take

Aoa _ 1 4jr = -1.71 x 10-3 AT (°C) (T = 293°K)~”Saa
These relations were used to obtain the last line of

Equation 2, page 22.

6 DENSITY CHANGES OF THE NRX COOLING WATER

In calculating the effect of density changes of the

NRX cooling water
p

due to the variation of p and L with cooling water density.s

For this reason the calculation is considered likely to be

we have neglected possible contributions

In error and it is preferable to use experimental data on

measurements of the reactivity of the NRX lattice, with and

without cooling water, to determine the effects of changes in

cooling water density.
From the exponential experiments of Sargent et al

(loc. oit.), Clayton (CRE-lj.00A) has calculated the change
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in)^2 for the NRX lattice with and without cooling water

to be 1.37 x 10-k -2cm ,

In G.P.I. 7 » experimental results on the NRX pile

gave the following weir-box settings ?

No cooling water

With cooling water
168.3 cm

225*3 cm

Using an extrapolation length of 20 cms to get

the critical heights this gives

4 ( ir2A2) * 1.14 1 10"1*-

This is in satisfactory agreement with the meas-
urement deduced from the exponential experiments and has a

much smaller probable error,.
In Appendix 1 we have shown that for small vari-

ations of water density

Afu = -I4-.6I x 10“2 APw/Pw

-2cm }See Sec.7
page 32= 108 A ( ir2/h2) = 1.23 x 10"^ cmor

u

0.1756 APW/Pw

Since we wish, however, to estimate the effect of

variation of the density to zero ( no water ) , for comparison

with the experimental value, we require more accurate ex-
pressions. Using the nomenclature of Appendix 1 it can be

shown that
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- -fu^ 4.2lf9 x 10*2 iPj, + â xio-̂ p /p
^Wwp 1Kwu

4fm " 4fu + ^*76 X 10*3 4pK 1

*i + SA + BV?/P')PWm u

Where primes are used to denote initial values, p * = 1
w

Substituting in Equation 1, page 15, w® get

* 2 2
/fe2 ALA*2 = Af - Af

i+^2Ls2 u m
I+'ISL2 U m

Approximate integration of this equation over the

variation of pw from to Pws>0 gives the change in^^
2.1+ x lCT^W2

Thus the effect of the cooling water, calculated with-
p

out contributions due to changes in p and L , is largers

by a factor of 2 than the experimental value.
To make the calculated expression relating A^2 to

Apw/pw agree with the experimental data on the effect of

removing the cooling water, we add a "correction term" pro-
portional to hPy/pJj as follows

A*2

due to the water In the cooling annuli as

2 2Ls2 }= Af+ L u

i-K\2 I+K2I? u

+ 2.7 x 10“2Apw
PW
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This correction term, the last term of the right

hand side, has been chosen to make the expression give the_ p
) when the water-kcorrect experimental value (I.23 x 10

density changes from p' to zero.w

Assuming that this correction term is required due

to the simplified calculation used for evaluating contribu-
2tions from p and L , we now assume that the effect of ther S

simple calculation has been to transfer this contribution

to

cm

Correction for this is then as fol-from

lows

Simplified Calculation (Equation 3, page 23)

107A& 2= -2.67 AT(°C) + 8.$2X103 APin/pm -2.23xl03 APyPw

- 1.06x103 Apm/Pia +1.06xl03 Apw/pwCorrection Terras

or

107 A >K2= -2.67 AT(°C) + 7.4-6X103 Ap /p -1.17X103 Ap /p
1U XU w w (1+)
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7 THE VARIATION OP RADIAL AND VERTICAL EXTRAPOLATION DIS-TANCE WITH TEMPERATURE

In the previous sections, lattice calculations and

other data have been used to predict the value of d)R2/dT
for the NRX lattice.
d^̂ /dT to the variation of Weir-Box height with Temperature

which has been determined experimentally.
The NRX side reflector is graphite, extending well

above the heavy water level used for these experiments, and

We consider now the relation of

its temperature remained relatively constant throughout the

Since a neutron entering the reflector mat erialexperiments.
will reach thermal equilibrium with the reflector very early

in its life time, we can consider the nuclear properties of

the reflector as unchanged during the temperature changes of

the experiment.
The top reflector of NRX is composed of the forest

of rod-assemblies projecting above the heavy water level;

the bottom reflector is made up of the aluminum base of the

calandria and the lower thermal shield. We shall treat these

reflectors as well as having fixed nuclear properties with

little justification except that their effect is very small.
To estimate the effects of the changing extrapola-

tion lengths, we treat the NRX as a simple cylindrical core,

neglecting the effect of the central thimble, and assume the

extrapolation lengths are small compared with the core di=
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With these simplifying assumptions the Laplaeian

of the NRX core may be written as

mensions.

%2 = = 0-2+P2hr R

where h = extrapolated height

R = the 'effective 1 radius

h = ‘S, + hD
where h = the weir box heightw

hD = the excess height of polymer above

the weir box

6 = the extrapolated height minus the

actual height of core

+ 6now

R = R
0
+ r

where

and

Rc = actual radius of the core

r = effective radius minus the actual

radius

temperature variations of h^
, 6, RQ and r are asThe

follows:

JL
Rc dT = thermal expansion coefficient of aluminum

= 2.5 x 10“ /̂°C
= -9.2 x 10

_
V°C (see page 10)
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dpm 1 dat(m)

a^(m
) dT

1 d6 _ _ 1
3 dT ~ dT'm

This relation is derived from the assumption that

transport mean free path in core
transport mean free path in reflector x reflector

and the assumption that the nuclear properties of the re-

diffusion
•46 ^

flector do not change with temperature.

dat(m) 2 2 1 dh
° h dT

11 dr _
r dT

+ Lrat(m) dT

This relation is derived assuming

= transport mean free path in core j-r ” transport mean free path in reflector r

with

Lr= 'effective' diffusion length in the side reflector.
2For Lp we use the approximate relation

_ „2 , 1— CL +- Ill + JL.
^ Lo2
1

LcLr
with

= diffusion length in graphite, assumed to remain

unchanged for variations of temperature in the
Lc

core.

Using these relations we haves
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dh2 C2.0T~ “E"

2. 2 Weir Bor
Variation^1 + 5 P Lr

1 + S P%
1|P2Lr2f 6

w
dT

2 f 21j dT2a Polymer Head
Variation
fvariation of
Vertical Extrapo-lation Length

h

dat(m)1 _ d?m
" pm “37 ot(m)

2 12a
>~ h dT

Variation of
Core DiameterRc aal

da.(in)
.. . v . >5̂ 1

pffl dT ot(m) dT- 2gf Variation of
Radial Extrapo-lation Length

r <R

IPVThe term in brackets 1 + arises from the

assumed change in radial extrapolation length with variation

of Weir Box Height. The first term on the right hand side is

the major term, the remaining terms being small correction terms

which we now evaluate.
The neutron density distribution for NRX with the

reactor in approximately the state used for temperature co-
efficient measurements is given by Sargent (CUP-460),
vant data are

Rele-
h - W. B. Reading + 21.8 cm.

2i44. li- = 226.6 + 21.8

Extrapolation length below Calandria Floor = 8.1 cm.
ntt above Heavy Water Surface = 10.2 cm.

i.e. 6 = 18.3 cm.
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Radial Distribution extrapolates to zero at

R = l6l.Ij. cm.
Internal Radius of Calandria = I33.4. cm. *

= 128.2 cm.
Rc

Effective Core Radius

In choosing R„ = I33.i1. we neglect the small difference betweenC

the internal radius of the calandria and the effective core radius.

r = 28 cm.
o2 = 1.65 x 10^
P2 = 2.5

We use

-2also cm.
x lO^cra.-2

2We use here the 8 given by Sargent, rather than that cor-
responding to a simple core without the central thimble,

correction terms the difference is not important).
(For the

2 « 1.65 x 10"^cm.2
L 2 = 2.5 x 103 cm.2c

L 2 = 1.8 x 103cm2r from a

These values give

(1 + 1 p2!^,
2 ) = 1.08

jjo 2
Substituting the calculated value for -gy ^Equationwe have!
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dpmio7

dpw
= -2.67 + 7.4-6 X 103 ~pm
= -1.08 x 107 x

+0.13

-0.12 + 0.26 x 103 i-pm
-0.10
-O.lfO + 0.87 x

- 1.17 x 103 ~-pw”dT “dTdT
2 dhw Weir Box Variation“ar

Polymer Head Variation
Variation Vertical Extra-
polation Length

Variation Core Diameter
Variation Radial Extra-polation Length103—pm

- 5.9 x 103 i-
Or

2rrf ^
h3 dT

It is apparent that the above terms, although each is
p

small compared with dR /dT, must be included if we wish

agreement to within 20% to be significant in comparing calcu-
lated values of d /dT with experimental data on variation of

Weir-Box height with temperature. Equation (5) is the final

result of our calculations which we now compare with the ex-
perimental data.
8 ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

dpKw107 x + 1.08 x 103 i-w = 2.0 (5)Pw dT

The previous analysis indicates that the experimental

data should be related to temperature and density changes by

equations as follows!
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Pop Variation of Moderator Temperature

107 21T2 - 0 i-
h3 ^

For Variation of Rod Assembly Temperature

+ C21 P-m
1 dpw

3 P107 2nf ‘“Si
h3 "W

+ <\- C

The smoothed curves of Figures 1 and 2 have been

used to obtain dh^ x
dT

with the approximation that»

h * h + A and treating A as a constant equal to 22 cm.Tow
obtain the constants and Gg we have plotted 2«2 dhW

h3 dT

against 3^ •
Pm

The constants C_ and have been eval-%3

uated similarly. The numerical data used are given in

Table 1, for variation of Moderator Temperature, and in

Table 2, for variation of Rod-Assembly Temperature.
The data of Tables 1 and 2 are plotted in Fig-

ures 3 and If. Since any realistic estimate of experi-
mental errors is difficult, the vertical lines through the

experimental points have been drawn to Indicate the effect

of an error of 0.01 cm in measurement of the difference in

Weir-Box readings over the 10°F temperature interval used

for analysing the data.
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TABLE 1

Reactivity Changes with Variation of Moderator Temperature

lcA dpm(°P)107A(ir2/h2) 107A(ir2/h2)
AT(°F)—

Critical
Height

Moderator
Temp(°F)

.984h$ 2i|.l.l8
-.197 +0.27

241.2550 0

-0.l4-.380
241.52 ~3.8060

- .583 -0.60

241.94 -9.6370
-.794 -0.998

242.51 -17.5780

-1.34- .935
243.19 -26.9290

-1.655-1.123
244.01 -38.15100

Data for pm aa a function of temperature are

a paper by Tsing. Lien Chang and Ltl - Ho Tung (Nature 163»

p 737, May 1949)

taken from
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TABLE 2

Reactivity Changes with Variation of Rod Assembly Temperature

ick APy.
pj WT°P)

Rod
IO7A(«2A2) 107Aiff2/u2ST7O

Assembly
Temp(

Critical
Height(cm)

1*> 2I4.2.66 + 7.82

-.782 -.275
2^3.2350 0

-.754 - .690

- 7.54243.7860

- 1.05- .707

-14.61244.3070

- 1.365- .713
-21.74244.8380

- 1.650-.707
245.36 -28.8190

-.672 - 1.910

245.86 •35.53100

- 2.145-.617
-41.70246.33110

Data for variation of p with temperature are taken from

the International Critical Tables*
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The equation of the straight line of Figure 3 is

= +0.29 - 5.0 x 103 1_ ffm
pm dT(°F)

107 2trf ŵ
h3 dT(°F)

(6)

Giving the moderator temperature coefficient in the desired form.

In Figure If. two straight lines are drawn, the full line equation

being

iO7 2trf _^w
h3 dT(°F)

= + 0.80 + 0.75 x 103 1_ dpw
pw HTT°F)

(7)

The equation of the dotted line is

107 2ff2 d\
h3 dT(°F)

= 4 0.85 + 1.08 x 103 1 _ dpw
pw T̂TOF)

(8)

dpw has been chosen in this case to agree

It can be seen

from Inspection of Figure if. that either equation is a reasonable

The coefficient of 1
dT“pw

with that deduced from other experimental data.

fit of the experimental data so we choose Equation 8 with the
T dp

• correct 5 coefficient of -—pw
Combining equations (6) and (8) we get the experimental

w
dT *

overall Uniform Temperature Coefficient.
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10? 2ir2 dh 2.05 - 5.0 x 103 1_ + 1.08 x 103 L
Pm dT(°C)*u

W =
h3 dT(°C) pw dT(°C)

This is to be compared with the predicted relation (Eqn.5,
page 33)

107 _ 2.0 - 5.9 x 103 1_ fP
Pm dT(°C)

+ 1.08 x 103 1 dpw

Pw dT(°C)
m

h3 dT(oc)

DISCUSSION9

Comparison of the experimental and calculated re-
sults shows that the agreement is reasonable, and better than

one might expect in view of the uncertainties in the calculation.
The relatively large contributions included in the calculations

due to the estimated variation of transport mean free paths in

water and polymer with neutron energy render the agreement of

the constant coefficients somewhat fortuitous. The assumption

of l/v cross-sections in the lattice calculations is also ques-
tionable, since the near cancellation of the levelling and leak-
age effects makes the results very sensitive to departures of

the uranium cross-section from the l/v law.
The discrepancy between the calculated and ex-

1 d^mperimental values of the coefficient of TST- may be due to anpm 1

error In assessing the contribution via the resonance escape var-
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iation. Evidence from lattice experiments, presented at the

1953» conference here, suggested that the effective

resonance integral should be only 80$ of that used in these

• ^Effective Res.Integral ~ 7.3(1 + 2.67 S/M) barns

rather than 9.25 (1 + 2.67 S/fo) barns
'

^smaller values of (1-p) would result in reducing the calculated
1 dpm

coefficient of ^with the experiments*

Jan•1

calculations

The correspondingly

from 5.9 to 5»2, in excellent agreement

It should be noted that in the calculated value

a generous allowance has been made for effects of the cooling
1 dpm

water on the coefficient of — —^,

from the simple calculation neglecting this effect.
giving a marked reduction

The differential relationship used to analyse the

experimental results will not give exact results when applied

over the finite temperature range of the experiment. However,
p

the fractional changes in*j^ , a, pm pw and absolute temperature

are relatively small and it seems unlikely that a large error

has been introduced for this reason, particularly since the

temperature contributions to the moderator temperature coef-
ficient are small compared with the density contributions.
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10 CONCLUSION

There is good agreement between the measured and

calculated temperature coefficient of the NRX reactor. Further ,
the separate dependence of reactivity on moderator density and

neutron temperature both have the expected values. Since dis-
crepancies of 20 or 30# might have been attributed to lack of

exact data for use in calculations, and second order effects

in the analysis of data taken over a relatively large tempera-
ture range, the good agreement should be treated with this re-
servation. Corrections of the order of 20% of the measured

A(ir2/h2) have been made for changes in radial extrapolation

length with temperature.
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Part B

The Uniform Temperature Coefficient of a Zeep Lattice

11 INTRODUCTION

The relation between critical height and temperature

has been measured for a standard Zeep lattice (RDP-5^)» contain-
ing 85 rods in a 7.75 inch hexagonal arrangement. J. D. Stewart

(memorandum to G. C. Laurence, May 16, 1952) has pointed out

that there is a considerable discrepancy between the experiment

and a simple theoretical estimate. In this section a more de-
tailed analysis of this data is given, using the method of the

report. It Is shown that reasonable agreement between theory

and experiment exists, when corrections are applied for the ef-
fect of the reflectors.

In the experiment only the uniform temperature coef-
ficient has been measured, and the experimental data do not em-
brace the temperature of maximum density of heavy water,

these reasons, the separation of effects due to moderator den-
sity changes from the other contributions is not accurate, us-
ing the simple method applied to the NRX data,

cessary to calculate the uniform temperature coefficient of the

lattice at four different temperatures (20°C, 35°C, 55°C, 80°C)
for comparison with the experimental data.

For

It has been ne-
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12 THE CALCULATED UNIFORM TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

The calculated values of d^2/dT have been obtained

for the four temperatures using the method of the Report,

results are given belows

The

at 20°C
7(-#-)- T A3 ^Pm-7.13 10.17 x -f-Km10

at 3£°C
10^ 103 dpm

* -6.85 + 9.93 xdT

at 55°c
?(^") = "6’58 + 9,71 *

103 dpm
Pm dT10

at 80°C 103 dpm
~p " ~3TKm

7(#)= -6.13 + 9.36 X10

The relatively rapid variation with temperature cf

the'constants* in the first and second terms of the R.H.S. of

the equations precludes the accurate analysis of the experi-
mental data into temperature and density contributions using

a linear plot.
The data U3ed for the calculation of at the

The pile parameters

at 20°C are those given by J.D. Stewart (lcc.cit.); those at the

various temperatures are given in Table 3*
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other temperatures have been calculated using the same assumptions

as in the report.
Table 3

Pile Parameters
55°C

6.615x10“^
114.05
194.40

1.0027xl0~2

.42l]JLxlO"2

.6l0lpcl0
_
2

.98003
1.280

.9361

80°C35°C

6.845x10"^
112.33
188.95

1.0198xl0"2

.i^6l7xl0
"2

.6l59xl0"2
.97948
1.291

.9388

20°C

-4-4fi 2(cm-2)
Ia2(om2)

6.292x10

117.07

201.7

.9774xl0”2

.386X10“2

.6035X10"2

.98071
1.265
.9352

7.017x10

111.6

185.2

1.03X10”2

0.if7xl0"2

0.62xl0"2

0.9792

1.30

I2

Smm
Ral
r

U

Go
.9372p

Capture cross-sections have been assumed to follow

the l/v law, moderator transport cross-section has been as-
sumed to vary as the scattering cross-section of heavy water

Values of $ 2(see relation, page 23).
tures have been computed using the measured change of critical

at the various tempera-

height with temperature, and assuming the variation of vertical

and radial extrapolation lengths as indicated in the following

A measured value of ^ 2 ($ 2 = 6.90 x 10“^cm“2) at

3l°C has been used to normalize the data.
section.
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Table l<- gives the separate values for the contribu-
tions to d^2/dT arising from the Eta-effect, the change in

the resonance trap and thermal utilization and the change in

the fast and thermal neutron ’leakage *. For this lattice it

can be seen that the major contributions to the temperature

coefficient arise from the change in ’leakage * terms with

temperature and moderator density. Changes of reactivity due

to changes in absorption and transport cross-sections have

been related to temperature changes using the relations given

in the report. The value of the ’constant' term in the re-
lations giving Is particularly sensitive to the

sumed variation of moderator transport cross-section with

energy, and would change by ~20^ if it were assumed that

this cross-section stayed constant with changing neutron en-
ergy.
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TableJ.
to(107d$2/dT)Contributions

20°C 55°c 80°c
lo3%4103*P„/pm lo3iPm/Pm lo34Pm/PmAT AT ATAT

Eta-
effect -2.2144. -2.156-2.208 -2.083

Reso-nance
Escape

-O.355 -0.351-0.361̂ +2.400+2.424 +2.368-O.36O +2.326

Thermal
Utili-
zation

1+0.412+0.640 +0.497 -0.652 -0.596+O.583-0.722 -0.701 -F-vn
1

Fast
LeakagQ +5.042 +4.763+5.430 +5.255

Thermal
Leakage -4.569 -4.io5-5.161 +2.952 +2.870-4.862+3.037 +2.979

Total =
107 dft 2 -7.13+10.17xl03i^

_dfm
Pm dT -6.13+9.36*10

Pm dT-6.38+9.71x103
Pm &Trm

-6.85+9.93xl03dPm
p dT w

8dT vn
VJl
H
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THE VARIATION OF RADIAL AND VERTICAL EXTRAPOLATION LENGTHS WITH
TEMPERATURE

13

O

We consider now the relation of d^v/dT to the

iation of the critical height of the polymer with temperature which

var-
was measured in the experiment* The treatment used follows the

same pattern as that used for the analysis of the NRX data.
The Zeep side reflector is graphite, extending

well above the heavy water level used for these experiments, and the

measured temperature change during the experiment was small (4.0°C.
was measured at the inner boundary of the reflector when the lat-
tice was at 80 °C). We thus consider the neutron capture cross-
section of the s'ide reflector independent of the lattice temperature.

The Zeep bottom reflector is made up of the

curved base of the tank, containing a maximum of eight inches of

heavy water below the ends of the uranium rods, with graphite be-
Since most of the vertical extrapolation length is

related to this lower reflector, we have estimated percentage

changes in the vertical extrapolation length as if it were an in-
finite heavy water reflector, with its temperature varying with

that of the lattice (Case A), and alternatively as if it were of

low the tank.

graphite for which no temperature change occurred during the ex-
The latter assumption gives good agreement be-periment (Case B).

tween theory and experimental measurements.
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422.2We write
h~ R

h = extrapolated height
R = the ’effective * radius

h=h,+61
where hj= heavy water level, measured from bot-

tom of uranium rods
6 = the extrapolated height minus the act-ual height of the core

R=Rc+r
Rc= actual radius of core
r = effective radius minus the actual rad-

ius

The temperature dependence assumed for 6, Rc, r are as follows:

l _^c
R0 dT thermal expansion coefficient of aluminum

= 2.5 x 10“5/°C.
dat(m) dcc(m)

2at(m) dT dT

dPra x dot(m)

= aal

1 d6 _ 1
6 dT

1 Case A

-.or
1 d6 _ _ 1
3” dT pm dTm

Case B
dT

Case A is for the polymer reflector assumed to follow the core
temperature change

Case B is for the graphite reflector (at base) assumed to have
constant temperature

1 dr 1 dpm
r dT ~ dT

_ „2 ,!Ct *r —
dat(m)

(m) dT
2 2 1 dha E dT

1 + Lr
1and
Lr

with L. = diffusion length in graphitec
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These relations are derived from the assumption that r and 8 equal

transport mean free path in core
transport mean free path in reflector x diffusion length in the

reflector

It should be emphasized again that these relations

for the reflectors are only approximate and are based on the as-
sumption of a side reflector of the same height as the extra-
polated height for the core with hp-4< B,
poor approximation to the Zeep reflector and the consequent cor-
rections deduced from the model will have a relatively large er-
ror associated with them.

This model is only a

Table 5 gives the parameters used in evaluating the

reflector corrections at the various temperatures chosen for cal-
culation,

periraental values at 3l°C, deduced from the vertical and radial

flux distributions taken at this temperature (See Report RDP-f?!;.).

The values of 8 and B at the bottom of Table 5> are ex-

The value chosen for R , 102,87 cm, is the internal radius of
v

The actual core radius, computed from the number

Thus our choice

the Zeep tank,

of cells (8f>) and the pitch (7,75") is 95>,3

of R = 102,87 cm neglects the effect of the thin polymer reflect-c

or around the core; this will lead to an underestimate of the ef-
fect of the side reflector but greatly simplifies the calculation.

In a similar temperature coefficient measurement

using an NRU type lattice, measurements were made of the flux dis-
tribution at both 25°C and 58°C (ROP-55) but the errors involved
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in measuring R and 8 at the two temperatures are such that the

changes in r and 6 cannot be determined from the measurements

with any precision.
Table 5

35°C20°C 55°C 80°C

11+1.3
33.68

171+.98

11+5.6
3I+.66

180,26

3.037l+xl0"^

152.4
36.02

188.42
2.780x10"^

138^
33.03

171.23
3.366x10

(exptl )

8 ( cm)

h ( cm)

a2( cm”2) -4

102.84
22.97

125.81
3.6512x10

102.88
23.44

126.32
3.6217x10

Rc ( cm )

r ( cm)

R ( cm)

02( cm"2)

102.93
24.16
127.09

3.578x10

IO3.OO

25.28

128.28
3.5119x10“^rk -4 -4

-4 6.845x10"^ 6.615x10“^ 6.292x10"^& 2( cm“2) 7.017x10

1.357X103 1.384X103 1.421xl03 1.475x103

Calculated from L 2 = 2.5 x 103
v

6 - 33.5
r * 23.3

Rc =102.87
Experimental Values at 3l°C

= 126.17
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a2+p2

for Case A (a polymer reflector varying with core temperature

responsible for 6) givess

Differentiation of the relation^2 = +

=-TT-{ 5 *V}2a 1 +

1 dot(m)l
“dr“J

doc(m)-¥{**§ »vH-1 i
2cc(m) dT

2P2 RR Rc aal

" ^r {' k dPm 1 dat(m)
ot(m) df }

for Case B (a graphite reflector of fixed temperature responsible

for 6)

21
d̂T“

h

aal

± dat(m)
dT ” o^.(m

) dT "- 2&f 1 dpm
V <H
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The factor|l + £ pjarises from the assumption

that the side reflector acts as a reflector with the same height

as the extrapolated height h of the core. We have already deter-
mined calculated values for d$\ ydT at the chQsen temperatures,

dh^/dT is given by experiment. We require values for the second,

third and fourth terns- on the R.H»S. of these equations to com-
pare the calculated dh^/dT with the experimental values.

Table 6 gives the calculated values for these cor-
rection terms where we have labelled the various terms as fol-
lows;

6 correction = second term on H.H.S, of the equa-
tions x 107

R correction = third term_on R,H„S. of the equa-tions x 10'

on R,H.S. of the equa-r correction = fourth terai
tions x 10'

Inspection of Table 6 shows that the RQ correction

The

other corrections are relatively large, however, and the dif-
ference between Case A and Case B reflects the importance of

the assumption regarding the effective temperature of the re-
flector during the experiment.

due to thermal expansion of the Zeep tank is very small.
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Table 6

Corrections for 10^ d ^^/dT

35°C 55°C 8o°C20°C

(1+?v) 1.0905 1.093 1.097 1.102

lo3iPn/Pm 10^Apm/pm 103Apm/pATATAT AT ra6 correc-
tion,Case A

Case B
l.k2
1.4-2

1.28
1.28 -i.05-0.4-51.36»1.53-0.65 3:0s 1.17

1.17-1.39-0.59 I.36

Rc correc-
tion -0.14-5 -0.14-0.15 -0.15

I
VJTr correc-tion 1 . 3 4 1.38-0.56 1.36 -0.53-0.59-0.61 1.33 ro
1

2.64- 2.552.75 2.70
2.70 -1.72-1.12-2.13-1.33

-1.93-1.23-2.29-l.lp.
Gass A
Case BTotal 2.64 2.552.75

O
§
1vn
M
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Ik THE PREDICTED VARIATION OF CORE HEIGHT WITH TEMPERATURE

Tho predicted variation of core height, h^
, with tempera-

ture is obtained using the following relations

iq72a2 1̂
TT“dT 107d$2 + 6 correction+Rccorrection+df

Using the values given in TABLES 4- and
at 20°C

IQ7 2a2 _ kM - 6.8l x 103dpm
hJT 33T pm^f

Case A

107 2o^ ^1
_ 5.25 - 6.81 x 10^ fSa

P dT Case Bh dT

at 35°C
107 2a2 dhl „ Ip.32 - 6.62 x 103

h dT Case A“dT

107 2a2 f^l
_
5.05 - 6.62 x 103

"IT dT Case BIfPm
at 55°c

107 2of ~ ip.2ip - 6.4k x 10^,Pta dT

107 2af _ 4-.88 - 6.4k x 10^pm dT

107 2a2 1̂ = k.00 - 6.18 x 103 dpm
“E 3f

107 2af
h dT

Case Ah dT

Case Bh dT
at 80°C

Case Apm dTra
1 _ 4-.S6 - 6.18 x 103

Pm dT Case B
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In Table 7 we give the final values for 10^ 2fl2 dtll
“E 3f

for the temperatures used, with the appropriate values of

1 dpm. These values are plotted in Figure 5 where they are
p dTKm compared with the values deduced from the experimental

data as described in the next section.
If r and 6 are both assumed to be independent of core

2a? _ -dV^2“ dT *

of the second and third rows in Table 7 give a direct measure

of the effect of the calculated variations of extrapolation

lengths with core height and temperature.

height and temperature, then Thus comparisondT

Case A gives a 35#
2tt2

reduction and Case B a 30# reduction of the value of gy
below - .

Table 7

35°C
-0.298

55°c do°<j

-0.617
20°C

-0.1305103 dpm
pm dT -O.i4.63
7
“ft10 -8.146 -9.81 -11.08 -11.91

5.33 7.816.29 7,22Case A

10?2a
2 1̂10 IT IT" 6.14 7.86 8.377.02Case 5
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15 ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The data given in Table 8, columns1 and 2, are the ex-
perimental results of the measurement of the relation between

h^ and temperature for a Zeep lattice (RDP-54).
sisted of 85 Zeep rods in a hexagonal pattern with 7.75 inch

spacing.
-0.2°C for the temperature data, and 0̂.01 cm for the relative

No data are available to give experimentally

The lattice con-
The experimental accuracy of the data is given as

measurements of h.̂
the variation of the radial Laplacian or vertical extrapolation

lengths with temperature.
To determine dh^/dT from the experimental data, graph-

ical methods have been used to ’smooth* the experimental data.
The values for h^ and dh^/dT, determined in this way, are given

in Columns 3, If and 5» Table 8, The values of dh-j/dT ^0.25cra/°C)
show that the temperature errors (-0.2°G) are the major errors in

the experimental data, the errors in measurement of h^
(-0.01 cm)

are only 1/5 as important. A least squares fit to the experimental

data (D. Hone, RDP 5k ) , + 0.190(T-25) + 9.7 x 10”^(T-25)2
gives values for dh

^/
dT agreeing within 1% of those given in

Table 8. The experimental error associated with the value of

dh^/dT is such that the experimental values may be in error by

several percent, particularly in the temperature ranges 25°C to

35°C, and 65°C to 80°C.
Column 7 ff Table 8, gives the experimental values of
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22a The values of 6 used to determine h are given in column

Since 4 = St
h h

h
6. , the calculated variation of 8

with h is by no means negligible in influencing the values in col-
umn 7.

Table 8

(1) ( 2) ( 3) a)

T (°C ) h-^ cm ) T ( 9C ) h-^ cm)

(5 ) ( 6 ) ( 7 ) ( 8)

10^2d^ 8h^TIT -103 dpm
Pm dTdhx/dT ( cnv/°C ) 6 ( cm)

152ao
150.96
149.56
ll+8, 21

lij.6.90
145.64
144.ij-3
114-3.26
114-2.15
II4.I.O8

l4X).06

139.09
138.17

80 80152.11.0

149.62
148.60
147.65
146.35
145.32
144.12
143.13
142.13
141.33
140.60
140.15
139.50
139.24

.294 36.02
35.74
35.47
35.20
34.93
34.66
34.41
34.17
33.93
33.89
33.46
33.24
33.03

8766 6.17
5.88.28475 8.6370.3 .275 8.58 5.5966.3

62.8
70

65 8.53.267 5.26
8.45
8.34
8.20

4.94.25758.3 60
.248 4.625553.7

4.2648.7 .238
.228

.218

. 208

50
4544.6

40.0
36.0
32.7

8.05 3.86
3.4340 7.90

2.9835 7.71

2.48
1.93
1.30

7.51.199.189
30
2530.6 7.30
20 7.03.17927.2

25.7
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16 COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS

In figure 5» Curve 1, we have plotted the experimental

2a2
~~

eratures are indicated along the horizontal scale.
d*2

drawn through the calculated values of (-
agree with the experimental values if the radial and vertical extra-
polation lengths remained constant during the experiment,

culated values of d& /dT given here are somewhat smaller than those

found by J. D. Stewart (loc.cit) since levelling effects have been

^ against ~pmvalues of x 10 The corresponding temp-
Curve 2 is

x 10^) and should

The cal-

included, but they are much larger than the experimental values of
2a2 1̂
"TT dT *

2af
h dT

calculated with allowances for the expected variation of the extra-
Curves 3 and ij. are drawn through the values of

polation lengths with temperature (case A and case B).
ment between theory and experiment is better, and is probably as

good as can be expected in view of our lack of knowledge of the var-
iation of the transport mean free path with moderator temperature.
Curve ij. (Case B) is closest to the experimental curve.

Curve 5 gives the experimental values for

The agree-

2of^h dT
culated on the assumption of no change in the vertical extrapola-

cal-

tion length with changing temperature. The variation with temp-
erature of this curve agrees better with the calculated curves and

suggests that Case A overestimates the change of vertical extrapo-
lation length with temperature.
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17 COHCLUSIONS

There Is no real discrepancy between the experimental

data on reactivity changes with temperature and the ‘theoretical
For lattices of the Zeep type, with relatively large

values ofJft2, the leakage terras dominate the various contributions

Corrections for the change of rad-
ial and vertical extrapolation lengths with temperature become im-
portant in comparing experimental data with the calculated reactiv-
ity changes with temperature*

i

estimates.

to the temperature coefficient.
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APPENDIX 1

Evaluation of Af /fu and AL /̂L^ for the NRX Lattice

CRNE-551

If for an infinite lattice

f = fraction of thermal neutrons absorbed in Uraniumu
tt ntt it ttf in Aluminumal

tt itti it nf = in Moderatorm
n n HII ttV

Then using the notation of CRE 4-00 A we have
_ Nm aa(m) Vm
HU °a(u > Vu

°a(al) Val
a Ku \

\V"> v„
w Nu aa ^u) Vu

in Water

Go(^ua)
N

R * al
°o <* ua> Relative Absorption Terms

»o < ® ua >R =

2t2 N o (m) V
Bwi Nw oa(w) Yw

m

y Blocking Terms

KalVal> valBw al Nw0a(w) Vw

V + Ral +

S.= 1/2S 2t2w w
And fm

3T - *m + s- + Bm *wmu

f
£1.R + Bf al w alu
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fw = *w + S W
u

f + f , + f + f » Im al w u

For the initial conditions we choose the following values for

the NRX Lattice ( CRE-Jj-OO A ):

= 1.14-672 x 10“2 B’wm * k.72 x 10“3

* 1.211*. x 10"2
Rf m
R!al* 3* 7762 x 10

= 2.5588 x 10“2

-2 B * wal The primes re-fer to Initial
conditions*'w

S' = 1.81 x 10“3
HI

» lull x 10*3X- 1.7 X 10*3 s «w

fw _fal =fmHI
_ .0I4.99 fu - 0.9081*.3= .0212 = .0297

uuu

We also will use

L 2= 111*, cm2
s
2 2

L — 156 cm

^2* I4..21 X 10“^ W.Box = 220 cm

= 2I4.2 cmhc

*vLs2
* l|-.58 X 10"2= 108.8

1+fcV2n- tt2L g 2

2 6.16 x 10"2L 114-6.1*.

To evaluate AL /L we use the simple relation ( approx)

l+ AV

L2 = L 2 fm m
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2 AL 2
d T~2

m = -24Pm - 4oa(m) - 4os(n) +AfALWhence +

CTaW v5)E f_
inL m

We require then to evaluate Afu/fu and Af
^
/f
^

for small changes

in the various absorption and scattering cross-sections, and

densities of the lattice materials.
We will calculate the differential coefficients which are

valid for small changes in cross-sections and densities of the

materials of the lattice. For simplicity we neglect the linear

expansion coefficients of the uranium and aluminum. We con-
sider first the case where all the absorption cross-sections
change in the same way, thus a ratio of absorption cross-
sections may be considered constant.
We have then

4Rm = "m (%/Pm + 4 VV
“ V°o>

4Rw = «w < 4P>„ + 4W
* Sm. 4Ral* 4Rw + AX.

l1 + \l+Rw *

4S.l “ Ral<

AS_m

ACT (w)
4* ,

ACTt(w)K + ~^r +

ACT^(W
)24Pw= s «ASw ?ww

ACTa(m)

^ + aa(m)
Ap.mAB_ _

„ * B >wm wm
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Apw Aot(v) Aoa(al)

>

+
ot(w)

+ aa(al) ”

CBNB-551
AB * Bwalwal Pw

2a2
For A G

0/G0 we US© the approximate relation Gq= 1 +

Ao (u)

aa(u)
1 «o2«2

8 oa (u)
AGoWhence {°o“ 1.20s}O.I8J4.. 3;

For A£ we use the approximate relation

AV =

X
Ao_(m) AOj.(m)

+ —5—
oa(m) at(m)

2Apm +AX = a
x

derived from

*(*rac'*mb) =*(y’x) 2 CRE-4-00 A
P 19^[ x^y2

108

Now

" 4<«m + «al+ "w + Sm + Sw + Bvm 4 Bwal >

- 4<*« + Sm + V >

a

aand

A fualso = -f A
û u

A rm _
f. fA uu A
01 XL

Using these relations, and substituting for the Rfs, 3*8,

wo get *and B *s, etc•*
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u = -2.092 x 10"c APm/Pra -.164.5 x 10~ 2 ACTt ( m ) /CTt ( m)

-4.61
-3.378 x 10"2 Aaa/aa

Af
fu

”2 APW/PW -1.906 x 10”2 Aat ( w ) /at ( w )x 10

Af
= I.O6J4.6 Apm/pm + .0837 Aat (m ) /at (m )

+ .1756 Apw/pw + .2035 Aat ( w ) /ot ( w)

+ .1^.0253 Aaa//aa

m

lulhere ACT /a is the change in the absorption cross-sections,a a

assumed to be the same for all the absorption cross-sections.
The fact that the coefficients of Aaa/aa and Aat ( w ) /at ( w )

are of the same order of magnitude shows immediately that the

variation of the transport cross-sections with neutron energy

is of importance in estimating the overall temperature coeffi-
cient.

If the absorption cross-sections do not have the same vari-
ation with neutron energy, the expressions for Af /fu and

Af /fm can be obtained following the same procedure as before.
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They become

Afu 2
—* = -2.092 x 10 * Apm/p -.161+5 x 10“2Aot(m)/ot(m)

-1+.610 x 10~2 Ap„/pw -1.906 x 10"2Aot(w)/ot(w)
Ao (u)

Vur
Aaa(m)/aa(n) —ij..51<.2 at 10-2 &oa(al)/oa(al)

mu

“cl+7.102 x 10"2

-1.927 x 10“2

-2.701+ x 10~2 Aaa(w)/aa(w)

°o

AfD1 - 1.061+6 Apm/pffl +.0837 Aat(m)/CTt(m)

+.1756 Apw/pw +.2035 Aot(w)/ot(w)
Aoa(u) AGQ
aa{u)‘“^o

+.9808 Aaa(m)/aa(m) + ,0l+2l+ Ao&(al)/aa(al)
-.6262

+.0250 Aaa(w)/aa(w)
Comparing these more general expressions with the previous ones,

it can be seen that the coefficients of Ao /aa'
of relatively large coefficients associated with the absorption

cross-sections of the uranium, aluminum, water and moderator,

sequently any variation of the uranium absorption cross-section from

the l/v law can be expected to have a large effect in altering the

calculated contributions of the changes in absorption coefficients

with temperature to the overall temperature coefficients.

are the difference

Con-
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